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It would seem that the whole agenda of "import substitution," the current mantra of the
Russian authorities, which is being pushed across industries and goods markets, has no
political future.

The practice leaves consumers with fewer goods, while the remaining products are lower
in quality and more expensive than before — regardless of the market sector concerned.

Whether simple products such as cheese or wine, or complex ones such as medicines or
software, the results of import bans are always the same: the consumer pays more for a
smaller quantity of goods.

Of course, some people stand to gain from protectionist measures: the owners of firms whose
products were in competition with foreign suppliers prior to the ban.

But because the losers — in this case, consumers — far outnumber the winners — a handful
of business owners — the practice of "import substitution" should not seem politically
attractive.

However, leaders have erected trade barriers in many countries throughout history,



indicating that other factors must make them politically attractive.

What are the factors that compel national leaders to introduce measures like import
substitution?

The truth is that while millions of consumers collectively pay an enormous price for import
barriers, each individual pays relatively little.

For example, if the price of cheese increases from 200 rubles to 220 rubles per kilogram,
the average Russian family might lose about 300-400 rubles per year, whereas
the manufacturer, now freed from competition from foreign products, pockets millions
of additional rubles.

Of course, consumers lose more overall than manufacturers gain. Why? Because protected
domestic producers deliberately produce less than the market demands in order to keep prices
high.

And the fact that millions of consumers lose so little individually while a few businesspeople
gain so much means citizens are not in a strong position to demand a better economic policy
from their leaders.

The most obvious example is the textbook case of Russia's Agriculture Minister Alexander
Tkachyov — whose family owns large agricultural holdings — campaigning in favor of import
substitutions that would boost his personal profits.

Numerous other examples appear daily in newspaper reports of less prominent individuals
in various sectors arguing for import barriers in a transparent attempt to fleece domestic
consumers.

What can be done? In Russia, under the current economic and political circumstances,
probably nothing.

However, the knowledge that "import substitution" is really just a way for a few dozen
wealthy individuals to get even richer by charging millions of citizens more money for the
very same products might eventually lead to a desire for change.

In the end, many millions of Russians now have a lower standard of living thanks to "import
substitution."
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